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￭ Powerful add-on for OpenOffice.org. ￭ Cross-platform operation (Linux and Windows) WollMux Features: ￭ Letterhead generation ￭ Advanced form functionality ￭ Special printing functions ￭ advanced auto-text support ￭ Special printing functions ￭ Printing of document variants (e.g. based on template name) ￭ Chainable print plugins to provide custom dialogs and transformations when printing ￭ Derive letterhead from
forms with automatic pre-filling based on form inputs ￭ Derive letterhead from forms with automatic pre-filling based on form inputs ￭ Multiple letterhead variants in a single document ￭ Advanced autotext support ￭ Special printing functions ￭ Printing of document variants (e.g. based on template name) ￭ Printing of document variants (e.g. based on template name) ￭ Chainable print plugins to provide custom dialogs and

transformations when printing ￭ Chainable print plugins to provide custom dialogs and transformations when printing ￭ Enable public documents in private circulation ￭ Print form documents and their variants to PDF ￭ Print form documents and their variants to PDF ￭ Print (additional) files to PDF (e.g. letterhead, template files) ￭ Create PDF files (e.g. letterhead, template files) ￭ Create PDF files (e.g. letterhead, template files)
￭ Create ASCII text files (e.g. letterhead, footer, template files) ￭ Creating of document variants (e.g. based on template name) ￭ Creating of document variants (e.g. based on template name) ￭ Create ASCII text files (e.g. letterhead, footer, template files) ￭ PostScript letterhead variant ￭ PostScript letterhead variant ￭ Create text files (e.g. letterhead, footer, template files) ￭ Create text files (e.g. letterhead, footer, template files) ￭

Create compact text files (e.g. letterhead, footer, template files) ￭ Create compact text files (e.g. letter

WollMux Free

WollMux Crack Keygen is an OpenOffice.org add-on that adds letterhead and pre-filled form functionality to OpenOffice.org. WollMux For Windows 10 Crack offers easy access to public service website templates (HTML) and forms (PDF). You can create letterhead and pre-filled form-based documents, such as short letters, appointment cards, flyers, answer to surveys etc. in a single click. The tool supports a bunch of document
templates. New ones can be added in their own folders as well. Some of the templates are free of charge. WollMux supports all Free OpenOffice.org formats - ODF/OOXML, ODP/ODT, DHTML, MS Word, LibreOffice Writer, PDF (even when digitally signed), Rich Text Format (RTF) (even when signed), Text File (TXT), HTML (HTML and HTML 4.01) and Lotus (Forms, Notes). If you want to provide additional templates,

you can bundle them with WollMux and upload them along with the official templates. The tool supports a large variety of document templates for several common office suites and public administrations - including public service web templates (HTML). The functionality includes sections for document blocks, letterhead and footer, forms, printed certificates, new forms (inline and standalone), templates and a document entry (with
where to save, date, filename etc.) WollMux also features pre-filling, auto-computed fields and the possibility to generate and process PDF documents. Thanks to its workflow-orientated architecture, WollMux is easily extensible and easily deployable. If you want to get started, please visit for more information. WollMux is not intended for use in the creation of private or commercial content. Commercial use of the tool is prohibited.
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WollMux is a useful add-on for OpenOffice.org. It features letterhead generation, advanced form functionality such as plausibility checks and computed data, special printing functions that deal with requirements of a public administration, and much more. WollMux is a useful add-on for OpenOffice.org. It features letterhead generation, advanced form functionality such as plausibility checks and computed data, special printing
functions that deal with requirements of a public administration, and much more. Here are some key features of "WollMux": ￭ Cross-platform operation (Linux and Windows) ￭ A toolbar for accessing document templates, PDF files, web pages,. ￭ On the fly template generation from separate files (e.g. letterhead, footer, form) ￭ Pre-filling templates with personal and organizational data from a variety of databases (e.g. LDAP) ￭
Advanced form support with auto-computed fields and input validity checking ￭ Hiding and showing parts of the document based on form input ￭ Advanced autotext support with identifier pattern matching and a shortcut syntax for filling in placeholders ￭ Chainable printing plugins to provide custom dialogs and transformations when printing ￭ Automatic printing of document variants according to Sachleitende Verf�gungen. ￭
Enhanced serial letter functionality that ties in with the form functionality (e.g. auto-computed fields) and the custom print plugins. Requirements: ￭ OpenOffice.org WollMux Description: WollMux is a useful add-on for OpenOffice.org. It features letterhead generation, advanced form functionality such as plausibility checks and computed data, special printing functions that deal with requirements of a public administration, and
much more. WollMux is a useful add-on for OpenOffice.org. It features letterhead generation, advanced form functionality such as plausibility checks and computed data, special printing functions that deal with requirements of a public administration, and much more. Here are some key features of "WollMux": ￭ Cross-platform operation (Linux and Windows) ￭ A toolbar for accessing document templates, PDF files, web pages,. ￭
On the fly template generation from separate files (e.g. letterhead, footer, form)

What's New In WollMux?

WollMux is a useful add-on for OpenOffice.org. It features letterhead generation, advanced form functionality such as plausibility checks and computed data, special printing functions that deal with requirements of a public administration, and much more. Here are some key features of "WollMux": ￭ Cross-platform operation (Linux and Windows) ￭ A toolbar for accessing document templates, PDF files, web pages,. ￭ On the fly
template generation from separate files (e.g. letterhead, footer, form) ￭ Pre-filling templates with personal and organizational data from a variety of databases (e.g. LDAP) ￭ Advanced form support with auto-computed fields and input validity checking ￭ Hiding and showing parts of the document based on form input ￭ Advanced autotext support with identifier pattern matching and a shortcut syntax for filling in placeholders ￭
Chainable printing plugins to provide custom dialogs and transformations when printing ￭ Automatic printing of document variants according to Sachleitende Verf�gungen. ￭ Enhanced serial letter functionality that ties in with the form functionality (e.g. auto-computed fields) and the custom print plugins. Requirements: ￭ OpenOffice.org Sponsored links WollMux is a useful add-on for OpenOffice.org. It features letterhead
generation, advanced form functionality such as plausibility checks and computed data, special printing functions that deal with requirements of a public administration, and much more. Here are some key features of "WollMux": ￭ Cross-platform operation (Linux and Windows) ￭ A toolbar for accessing document templates, PDF files, web pages,. ￭ On the fly template generation from separate files (e.g. letterhead, footer, form) ￭
Pre-filling templates with personal and organizational data from a variety of databases (e.g. LDAP) ￭ Advanced form support with auto-computed fields and input validity checking ￭ Hiding and showing parts of the document based on form input ￭ Advanced autotext support with identifier pattern matching and a shortcut syntax for filling in placeholders ￭ Chainable printing plugins to provide custom dialogs and transformations
when printing ￭ Automatic printing
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista Processor: Pentium 4 or higher Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible hardware with 3D accelerator and a compatible video driver Hard Disk: 1.5 GB available space Video: 256 MB graphic card and DirectX 9.0 compatible video driver Keyboard: US keyboard Mouse: Microsoft Mouse or compatible (Logitech, PS/2) Speakers: stereo Language: English Camera: camera or webcam is
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